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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The printed Early Modern emblem (ca. 1531-1750) was a bimedial genre, combining texts and
images to express and illustrate complex aspects of contemporary culture in a compact and
compelling format. Today, online collections of digitized emblem books support research and
pedagogy in multiple academic domains, spanning disciplines such as art history, cultural
history, literature, semiotics, political science, musicology, and religious studies. As one of 9
annotation demonstration experiments undertaken as part of Phase II of the Open Annotation
Collaboration project, 1 the goal of the investigation described here was to examine a broad range
of real-world use cases involving a variety of classes of annotations encompassing both
structured text and still image targets and pertinent to emblem studies. Toward this end faculty
librarians and emblem scholars (Cole, Han, Kilton, and Wade) and graduate students (Hollender
and Nicholas) made use of the Emblematica Online collection 2 of digitized emblem books and
existing digital annotation tools (Pliny 3 and Dannotate 4) to identify and describe several core
classes/sub-classes of annotations pertinent to emblem studies. Illustrations were then developed
of these classes of annotation in order to demonstrate the ways in which they support emblem
studies scholarship and discourse. This work highlights some of the limitations of pre-existing,
tool-specific approaches to modeling scholarly annotation of Web resources and illustrates the
challenges of translating (deterministically) annotations made using tools like Pliny and
Dannotate into forms compatible with the Open Annotation (OA) data model 5 and a Linked Data
view 6 of the Web. The illustrations developed have also helped to inform ongoing development
of the Open Annotation data model and best practices for the use of this data model, e.g. wrt:
•
•
•
•
•
•

best practices for defining sub-classes of oa:Annotation;
uses of the proposed oax:motivation property;
best practices for use of oa:hasSelector, oa:hasSource, and oa:hasState;
the importance of being able to describe annotation target and body granularity;
the utility of being able to create annotations of previously created annotations;
potential uses in this domain of discourse relationship semantics and structured bodies.

With reference to the 9 May 2012 drafts of the Open Annotation Core Data Model and the Open
Annotation Extension Specification, a few key recommendations emerge from the analyses
detailed in the body of this report:
1

The Open Annotation Collaboration Phase II: Demonstration & Refinement project (http://openannotation.org/) is
supported through a generous grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. However, while the analyses presented
in this report are based on research funded by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, any opinions, findings, and
conclusions or recommendations expressed in this publication are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect
the views of the Foundation.
2
http://emblematica.grainger.illinois.edu/ (This resource was created collaboratively by the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign and the Herzog August Bibliothek, Wolfenbüttel with generous support from the Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft and the National Endowment for the Humanities.)
3
http://pliny.cch.kcl.ac.uk/
4
http://metadata.net/sites/danno-1.6-SNAPSHOT/
5
http://openannotation.org/spec/core
6
http://www.w3.org/standards/semanticweb/data, http://linkeddata.org/home
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•

Annotations in this domain can be classified or grouped along at least 3 axes. There is a
temptation to assume that the rdf:type property of an annotation can be used to express
values along all 3 of these axes. This conflates fundamentally different facets of an
annotation description, diminishing utility of rdf:type for machine-based reasoning. We
recommend that allowed values for the rdf:type property of an annotation be more carefully
described and constrained in the core data model and extension documents.

•

Nonetheless, the use cases explored suggest that it is important to capture especially the
motivation for creating an annotation of a digitized emblem resource. Knowing the value this
annotation property is particularly useful when filtering annotations (e.g., selecting which
annotations to view) and when building chains of annotation. A semantic label for this
property is needed, i.e., we endorse the implementation of oax:motivation.

•

More particular to emblematica annotations are annotation-level properties that indicate the
element(s) of an annotation (e.g., motto, subscriptio, pictura, etc.) involved as targets or that
indicate the kind of analysis expressed by the annotation (e.g., iconographic, citation,
multimodal, etc.). Multiple of the researchers felt that knowing these properties of annotation
might be helpful when using a repository of annotations; however, no firm consensus was
reached on this point. More work is needed.

•

The need for fine-grained annotation target and body specification is essential; however,
while emblem scholars are immediately aware of the need to provide precise annotation
targeting, the annotation bodies they create are often less precise, e.g., conflating into a single
annotation body what might better be expressed as multiple, chained or related annotations.
Annotation tool designers need to be cognizant of this and find ways to facilitate the
recognition and use of more precise annotation bodies.

•

To be most useful when merged with other annotations, it is better to construct a Specific
Target (e.g., with a freshly minted UUID and oa:hasSource, oa:hasSeletor, oa:hasState and/or
the proposed oax:annotatedIn properties), than to use a target URI constructed for use with a
service like Djatoka 7 that conflates these properties and obscures the context and URI of the
source resource containing the target segment.

•

In addition to supporting fine-grained annotation targeting (which is modeled in the May
2012 Open Annotation specifications), emblem scholars need to be able to talk about
discontinuous targets, and to differentiate these from other kinds of annotations involving
multiple target scenarios. The data model needs to provide a means to differentiate between
annotations that: compare multiple discrete resources; have a discontinuous target (i.e., an
intellectually cohesive target comprised of both pictura and subscriptio segments considered
as intellectually cohesive); have a body which refers equally to each discrete target.

Finally, the work described below confirms several of the underlying assumptions of the Open
Annotation data model, including the importance of supporting more than plain text annotation
bodies, the importance of being able to talk about previously created annotations as distinct from
the bodies of such annotations, the importance of supporting multiple targets and being able to
distinguish annotation target from a referenced resource, and the necessity of referencing
resource segmentation in multiple ways as appropriate to resource media type.
7

http://djatoka.sourceforge.net/
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2

SCHOLARLY ANNOTATIONS OF DIGITIZED EARLY MODERN EMBLEM LITERATURE

The period in which the Early Modern emblem flourished as a unique literary genre was from
1531, the date of the first emblem book, until about the middle of the 18th Century. Though
there was considerable variation, the prototypical emblem structure followed the emblema triplex
model, incorporating a motto or "inscriptio," an illustration or "pictura," and an epigram or
"subscriptio" below the pictura. (See Figure 1.) The digitized emblem, by virtue of its unique
way of incorporating both text and image and its relevance to a broad range of research interests
is well-suited as the foundation for a study of scholarly annotation data model issues.
Furthermore, in contrast to so many publications, including early manuscripts, very few emblem
books have ever been reprinted, even for scholarly consumption. Only recently have scholars had
access to the image scans of even a limited number of these works. Consequently relatively few
to date have received the critical commentary through traditional channels of secondary literature
that one would expect for, say, works by Chaucer, whose reprints have always readily available.
Emblems thus constitute prime targets for annotations supplied by students and scholars.

Inscriptio

Pictura

Subscriptio
Peter Isselburg, Emblemata
Politica, 1617

First, an emblem, in terms of the
message or meaning it conveys, is
more than the sum of its parts. This is
because the interplay between motto,
image, and text produces a greater
meaning than any of these individual
components taken alone can provide.
Typically the motto states a truism, the
pictura depicts an element of life
representing an application of the
truism, and the subscriptio (prose or
more often verse) beneath the pictura
elaborates on what has been presented
in the motto and pictura.

Second, to fully understand the
symbolism of emblems, a minimal
background in such areas as history,
religion, and art is beneficial for the student or researcher. In particular, research skills
incorporating some knowledge of literary symbolism and metaphor are frequently necessary,
since many emblems draw on such sources as the Bible, Classical antiquity, fables, mythology,
hagiography, metaphysics, and even science. Thus the interpretation and understanding of
emblems in large part relies on the knowledge, wit, and ability of the reader to combine clues in
text and image in order to extract meaning. The engaged emblem scholar is therefore bound to
have comments and queries regarding the symbolism and meaning of many emblems which
could be most effectively and expeditiously shared with other scholars through annotation and
then explored further through subsequent layers of discursive annotations.
Figure 1: An example of the Emblema Triplex

Although traditional formats for the scholarly exchange of information, such as journal articles
and monographs, are bound to function long into the future, the emergence of blogs and other
Web 2.0 formats increasingly plays a role in the legitimate scholarly exchange of information in
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the humanities and social sciences. But although the role played by blogs is significant, insights
shared through this medium are still limited to a process that is removed from the primary source
materials, in the case of emblems, the images and texts referred to in these blogs. In other words,
commentaries in the blogs are not linked by arrows and captions directly to the visual display of
the emblems. Annotations, in contrast, offer the reader the opportunity to comment on texts and
images and simultaneously provide comment boxes and arrows highlighting specific elements of
the images and texts. There appear to be limitless opportunities for such interoperability
involving both image and textual comparisons as well as comparisons between themes and topoi
across genres, such as finding antecedents for emblem picturae in paintings and other nonemblem graphic formats.
Interestingly, a significant number of rare books and manuscripts, from medieval times through
the Early Modern period contain marginal and interlinear notations made by scholars having
studied these sources. These notations range from glosses (brief notations regarding the meaning
of a single word or sentences in a text) to longer annotations either posing questions or iterating
observations and comments made by scholars. Owing to preservation concerns, few scholars or
rare book curators today would countenance such desecration of valuable texts; however, the
need for cogent comments and queries posited directly on texts still exists, and by means of new
technologies scholars will once again be able to contribute valuable information right on the
"pages," albeit virtual page surrogates, of these same texts, and thus resume the ancient tradition
of creating glosses and annotations supporting current and future scholarly inquiry.
This report provides some graphic examples of how annotations could effectively enhance the
sharing of queries and findings pertinent to emblem studies research. By no means do these
examples constitute an exhaustive listing, and only in a few cases are the emblem picturae
actually accompanied by captions with arrows pointing to the elements being studied or referred
to. The remaining cases consist solely of discussions of the types of annotations that could be
applied effectively to the subjects, i.e., emblems under investigation. At the outset the report
categorizes into tables the types of annotations that would most typically be employed into
classes which refer to the specific examples graphically presented in the report. It also
comments briefly on the effectiveness or lack thereof of certain Annotation softwares currently
available and under development.
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3

GRANULARITY AND CLASSES OF EMBLEM ANNOTATIONS

Scholarly annotations, as is the case for any other textual or graphic analysis, can be distilled into
a variety of "classes" or "types," such as annotations that explicate the meaning and intent of a
graphic or textual element used in a particular emblem, annotations that compare similar images,
(comparing similar picturae from two separate emblems, or comparing the pictura of an emblem
with a similar illustration from another genre, such as painting), or annotations that identify and
link to the antecedents or prototypes on which a particular pictura or multiple similar picturae
are based. In addition to explaining, identifying, and linking resources, an annotation can, of
course, elaborate on (describe), comment about and/or pose questions concerning elements of a
literature. Such annotations can then be used as targets of subsequent annotation, creating
additional classes of annotation-based scholarly discourse. Annotations may target (be about)
content of varying granularity (book, emblem, pictura, motto), and may impart information of
varying scope and granularity.
To investigate the issues regarding annotation classes and granularity relevant to emblem studies,
we proceeded for this experiment as follows. First, Kilton and Cole (with helpful general
guidance and suggestions from Wade and Han) created an initial list of candidate annotation
classes based on an examination of available generic annotation classes and types (e.g., those
developed as part of the W3C Annotea effort 8 and early work from OAC Phase I 9) and an
analysis of the Emblematica Online I 10 virtual collection, comprised of digitized emblem
literature from rare book collections at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and the
Herzog August Bibliothek, Wolfenbüttel. Then Kilton, Hollender and Nicholas used Pliny,
Dannotate and other existing tools (as well as pen and paper) to create sample annotations of
digitized emblematica. These exemplar annotations, though created specifically for this exercise,
were realistic and designed to further real-world scholarly interests of the participants. The
annotations created were then analyzed, transformed to the Open Annotation data model,
categorized as to use case, and extended by Cole, Jett, and Vannoy (in consultation with the
original annotation authors) to overcome limits of the annotation tools used, to illustrate
annotation-based scholarly discourse and to ascertain annotation class and granularity issues
relevant to emblem studies. Finally, the key implications for best practices and the observations
relevant to the evolution of the Open Annotation data model were abstracted into this report.
3.1 Annotation Target Granularity
Emblem studies scholars are well aware of the need to create annotations targeting various levels
of resource granularity. While emblem books are often studied in their entirety, the emblems
they contain are even more often studied on their own. Furthermore, in many contexts the scope
of research is at the sub-emblem level, e.g., the symbolism of pictura graphic elements, the
antecedents or allusions of the emblem motto or subscriptio. Emblem studies scholars want to
record notes or make assertions about emblem resources at all these levels of granularity.
Emblem scholars are also cognizant of both the explicit and sometimes more implicit interplay
between image and text. As a result they immediately see the value in an approach to annotation
description that allows for describing these granularity and contextual aspects of a note, question,
8

http://www.w3.org/2000/10/annotationType
http://www.openannotation.org/wiki/index.php/Annotation_predicates:_comments
10
http://emblematica.grainger.illinois.edu/
9
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comment, etc. Table 3.1 lists the annotation target granularities that the emblem scholars
participating in this study used in creating domain-specific annotations for this experiment.
Several exemplars of these annotations are described and discussed in detail in section 4.
The need for fine-grained annotation targeting to support emblem studies scholarship pointed up
some of the limitations of the pre-existing annotation tools used for this experiment. The
Emblematica Online I virtual collection is organized to facilitate reference to individual emblems
(i.e., persistent, globally-unique URIs are assigned both to individual emblem books and to each
and every emblem). However, URIs for segments of an emblem must be minted on the fly. Most
generic annotation tools have at best idiosyncratic mechanisms for minting pointers to arbitrary
segments of an entire emblem or emblem pictura, motto, or subscriptio. Pliny allows the
targeting of PDF and image object segments, but only by downloading a representation of the
resource and then defining resource segments within the copy of Pliny on your desktop. We
found that by and large these Pliny-specific references can be automatically mapped to more
standard mechanisms useful in the broader Web context. Dannotate has similar functionality for
identifying target segment(s) of an image (Annotea context), though we had some difficulty
making this work for the images used for this experiment. Neither Pliny nor Dannotate, however,
facilitate annotation of HTML segments, which for the most part is how textual transcripts of
digitized emblematica are presented to users, nor do these tools support explicit mention of the
specific representation of a resource annotated or the containing resource involved.
Table 3.1: Annotation Target Granularity
Target Granularity

Relevant Examples

About the contents of an emblem book as a whole

Example 4.1.3

About multiple individual emblems (from 1 or more books)

Example 4.3.1, 4.3.2, 4.4.2

About an individual emblem as a whole

(no specific example included)

About components of an individual emblem
- About an emblem’s pictura in whole or part

Example 4.1.1, 4.3.1, 4.3.2

- About an emblem’s pictura & text in whole or part

Example 4.1.2

- About an emblem’s text in whole or part

(no specific example included)

More significantly, none of the pre-existing tools used did a good job ensuring that resource
segments used as annotation targets were described in a way that would facilitate annotation
sharing and interoperability. Illinois, for example, uses a local instance of a djatoka service to
allow users to mint persistent identifiers for arbitrary segments of an emblem pictura or page
image. This is fine for citation, but does not facilitate co-locating multiple annotations that target
portions of the same pictura. As discussed below (e.g.,Section 4.1.1), the Open Annotation data
model's hasSource and hasSelector approach (which can be derived from djatoka URI) is better
than using djatoka URIs directly.
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3.2 Annotation Body Granularity
Emblem studies scholars are less sensitive to the desirability of fine-grained annotation bodies.
This does not however mean that such issues are unimportant in the domain of emblem studies.
We found quite the reverse. Themes, motifs, whole picturae and even entire emblems are reused
as is or with small modifications (illustrated in multiple examples). Emblems frequently capture
ideas and designs that have been extent in popular culture for many years prior to publication.
The intellectual process of linking an emblem with a related resource, comparing the symbolism
found in two similar picturae, or identifying the antecedent of an emblem, often conflates the
step of asserting a linkage between two or more resources with the step of making a textual
argument or citing evidence for this assertion. The challenge is to expose all the granular
assertions of linkages subsumed within an emblem scholar's overarching, prose-heavy and
discursive annotation. For at least some of the annotations analyzed as part of this experiment, it
appears that one worthwhile approach to consider is an approach that models what the scholar
thinks of as a single annotation as a set of smaller, more specific, interlinked assertions and
commentary. This approach can create more useful, more linked data friendly annotations.
For example, this approach can be useful when creating annotations that identify the antecedent
of an emblem or emblem pictura (section 4.4.2). Thus, we propose modeling the assertion of an
antecedent relationship as one annotation (i.e., linking the emblem to the prospective
antecedent), and the defense of this assertion as a second annotation that targets the first. This
supports subsequent discourse on and argument about both the antecedent linkage and
(separable) the argument for or against the correctness of this linkage. Thus in section 4.4.3 we
consider a scenario in which two different resources have been offered as the antecedent of an
emblem. A subsequent annotation can then be created with a structured body (e.g., a named
graph) noting (through the use of appropriate discourse relationship semantics) that the two
assertions are in conflict, and identifying which the subsequent annotator agrees with and which
he or she disagrees with.
Undoubtedly there are alternate ways to model these kinds of relationships, including doing so
with fewer annotations; however, at this point we consider this an unsettled issue. Our near-term
goal is to provoke further conversation, eventually leading to the development of consensus and
best practices regarding how best and most usefully to describe this kind of discourse and these
kinds of complex, and potentially challengeable relationships between resources.
3.3 Classes of Emblem Annotations
Of equal concern to annotation tool developers is to provide scholars with sufficient support to
permit them to retrieve sets of annotations according to their specific research needs. One
common use case is the collaborative production of a scholarly edition. Assigning annotations to
specific sub-classes provide one means to provide enough substance for annotation repository
systems to build queries capable of retrieving specific subsets of annotations for scholars to
reference and use during their ongoing work.
Annotations created by the emblem studies scholars in our experiment largely fell within the
confines of traditional types of scholarly annotations crafted by individual users (i.e., rather than
by machine). Most of the annotations created over the course of this experiment were used to
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provide context for emblem resource(s), to make a remark or observation about a specific
emblem resource (or part of an emblem resource), to compare and contrast one or more emblems
to each other or to other Web resources, or to advance scholarly discourse about an emblem(s) or
emblem book(s). In creating their annotations, some of the participants found it worthwhile to
classify the annotations as they created them.
Dannotate was the starting point for the terminology used to classify annotations created. This
annotation tool (based on the Annotea data model 11) provides a simple, built-in scheme
consisting of 8 annotation types for classifying annotations as to purpose and scope (see Table
3.2). The Pliny tool allows users to assign color codes to notes and annotations created;
optionally Pliny users may assign his or her own meaning (annotation type) to each color.
While the experiment participants found the Dannotate annotation typology a useful starting
point, they collectively felt it necessary both to expand on this initial list (adding Antecedent,
Compare and Transcription as additional annotation types) and to refine the exact meaning of
annotation types with additional terms. The most ambitious effort in this latter regard (Nicholas)
refined the list of annotation types by further classifying the annotations she created as to theme
and elements targeted. Table 3.2 lists the types, themes, and elements used by experiment
participants to compose annotation classes. All used at least type to classify annotations created;
Nicholas and Kilton (at times) used type + theme + element together to classify individual
annotations created. Generally participants thought it valuable and natural to classify annotations
created in the course of our experiment using the terminology outlined in Table 3.2, whether
using Dannotate, Pliny or some other ad hoc tool to generate the annotation. Once identified and
defined, the terminology aligned well with the annotations created.
Table 3.2: Hierarchy of terms used by experiment participants to classify annotations
Types

Genres

Abstract or Structural
Elements

Advice (Dannotate)

Citation

Bible

Antecedent

General

Book / Emblem Book

Change (Dannotate)

Iconography

Character

Comment (Dannotate)

Multimodal Analysis

Literature

Compare

Reference

Motto & Subscriptio

Example (Dannotate)

Relationship

Meaning

Explanation (Dannotate)

Object

Question (Dannotate)

Pictura

See Also (Dannotate)

Religious Text

Transcription

Similar / Identical To
Translation

11

http://www.w3.org/2001/Annotea/
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Section 4 of this report provides detailed annotation illustrations abstracted from the larger,
complete set of annotations generated during this experiment. Examples 4.1.2, 4.1.3, 4.3.2, 4.4.1
and 4.4.2 demonstrate annotations created using Dannotate, and so were initially classified
according to Dannotate’s annotation labeling system. The Dannotate labels in Table 3.2 are most
similar to the idea of Annotation Class as developed in the Open Annotation Extension
Specification. Accordingly the Dannotate labels were leveraged by Cole, Jett, and Vannoy to
suggest the appropriate annotation classes in the oax namespace when transforming the sample
annotations into the Open Annotation data model. Not all Dannotate labels mapped definitively
to annotation classes in the oax namespace. Not all annotation types suggested by emblem
scholars in creating annotations using Pliny and other tools mapped definitively to annotation
classes in the oax namespace.
Table 3.3 outlines a tentative mapping of some of the annotation classes suggested by Dannotate
labels assigned and/or discovered through the analysis of emblematica annotations generated by
other means by emblem scholars in the course of this experiment. The table demonstrates that
not all of the observed classes map definitively into an equivalent oax annotation classes. Some
of the mapping issues may arise from an incomplete understanding of the Open Annotation
Extension definitions of specific annotation classes. This is especially true for the ex:SeeAlso
(Related) annotations that were frequently used by the emblem scholars. It is unclear from the
oax definitions if these annotations are classes as oax:Comment, oax:Description, or oax:Link or
some other class altogether. An argument can be made for various interpretations.
Table 3.3: Mapping Observed Annotation Classes to OAX Annotation Classes
ex:Annotation Classes

oa:Annotation subclasses

ex:Question

oax:Question

ex:Comment

oax:Comment

ex:Explanation (General)

oax:Description or oax:Comment (?)

ex:Explanation (MultimodalAnalysis)

oax:Description (?)

ex:SeeAlso (Citation)

oax:Reference

ex:SeeAlso (Related)

oax:Comment, oax:Description or oax:Link (?)

ex:Antecedent

(?)

ex:Comparison

oax:Link(?)

ex:Transcription

(?)

In addition to the ex:SeeAlso (Related) type of annotation, emblem scholars made annotations
that OAC researchers Cole, Jett, and Vannoy felt unable to map, even provisionally, to any oax
annotation classes. Annotations comparing resources appear frequently in the sample annotation
set produced by the emblem scholars. The ability to write annotations that compare resources is a
key use case for emblem scholars. There is no one annotation class published in the Open
Annotation Extension specification that perfectly fits the annotations produced by this use case
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(in the estimate of Cole, Jett, and Vannoy). Discourse annotations of this sort also added greater
complexity to the intellectual mapping. Another observed class that raised questions among the
OAC researchers was a novel annotation produced by Emblem scholar Hollander. In his novel
use case (Ex. 4.2), he annotates an emblem with an audio file that plays the musical notes that
appear on the emblem. Since this annotation transcribes a graphic portion of an emblem pictura
into sound, one option might be to map to an entirely new annotation class, e.g.
oax:Transcription.
Taken as a whole, the difficulty mapping the example annotation types revealed in the
experiment to equivalent oax sub-classes left Cole, Jett, and Vannoy wondering if the Open
Annotation specification’s reliance on rdf:type was the most appropriate way to represent the
information communicated by classing annotations along multiple axes. Many of the proposed
sub-classes relate as much if not more to the body and target sub-components of an annotation,
and the use of sub-classing in the OAC data model itself seemed to conflate specializations of the
form of oa:Annotation (e.g., a highlight) with the motivations for the annotation’s creation (e.g.,
to describe an emblem, to link to a citation, etc.). For emblem annotation use cases we favor a
more prescriptive and limited use of rdf:type and the introduction in the extension namespace of
a oax:motivation property. The Emblem Studies community may also need to introduce
additional domain-specific semantics to handle other properties useful for classifying annotations
along additional axes.
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4

ANNOTATION EXAMPLES

The namespaces used in the annotation illustrations below are consistent with those used in the
Open Annotation Core Data Model, with the addition of a placeholder domain namespace ('ex').
Table 4.1: Namespaces used in example annotations
Prefix

Namespace

Description

oa

http://www.w3.org/ns/openannotation/core/

The core Open Annotation model

oax

http://www.w3.org/ns/openannotation/extension/

Interoperable extensions to the core model

cnt

http://www.w3.org/2011/content#

Representing Content in RDF

dc

http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/

Dublin Core Elements

dct

http://purl.org/dc/terms/

Dublin Core Terms

rdf

http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#

RDF

ex

http://myUniversity.edu/example/ns

Domain-specific ns (for illustration only)

4.1

Text Body Annotations of Digitized Emblematica

4.1.1 Annotation about Individual Elements in a Single Pictura
Frequently the picturae of emblems contain multiple subjects (graphical elements) whose
identification as well as symbolic meanings may be difficult to identify. Secondary criticism
may shed light on this identification, but due to their sheer number, many emblems have not
received the thorough attention of scholars, and emblem scholarship itself is in its infancy in
comparison with scholarship conducted since the Early Modern Period on many other artistic
genres. Therefore the use of annotation boxes with arrows pointing to specific subjects of an
emblem pictura provide an efficient way to pose brief questions, describe, or share brief
commentaries concerning the subjects and themes of a given pictura.
The four simple text-body annotations depicted in Figure 2 were created using the Pliny note
taking tool. The pictura of the emblem used for illustration in Figure 2 is from Johann Saubert's
Emblematum Sacrorum, 1625 [1] and offers a variety of enigmatic subjects to which annotation
boxes and arrows could expeditiously facilitate the posing of questions and the formulation of
answers. First, note that this Emblem follows the emblema triplex structural model. Roughly
translated, the components of the emblem are:
Motto: "Whatever flies close to the earth will be caught on the earth."
Pictura: A wealth of symbolism: to the left, a man praying in front of an altar. In the
middle an open field with some birds soaring towards heaven, with others having been
snared and entrapped by nets. A character lurks crouched in the foreground. To the right
a vicious looking satyr lurks behind what would appear to be either a Catholic clergyman
or a Jew - whichever the case, the person appears to be counting out money in a
seemingly avaricious manner.
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Subscriptio: Just as a bird is safe that is flying into the heights, so a Christian is safe
when he ascends toward heaven and Christ. But it is bad, if as a bird, a Christian is
caught and forced to stay on earth, with pride, vanity, and power, wealth and gambling,
he will go to ruin.

1

2
3

4

Figure 2: The use of annotation boxes and arrows identifying or
questioning the identity of various elements in an emblem's pictura.
Annotations illustrated in Figure 2:
1. oax:Description: This annotation suggests that the man crouching behind the bush is a
hunter, who seemingly is involved in the snaring of the birds (souls) with the nets spread
across the ground.
2. oax:Question: This annotation calls into question who the man is that is seated at the table.
3. oax:Description: identifies the ghoulish figure behind the man as a satyr, who would
automatically be a snarer of souls.
4. oax:Description: asks whether what appears to be coins on the table represent money from
usury or money being gathered for the Church. If it is from usury, the suggestion might be
made that the figure is a Jew, since Jews and their involvement with usury were favorite
targets of many authors and artists of the Early Modern Period. If it represents money being
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gathered for the Church, the figure might be intended to be an avaricious Catholic prelate, the
author of this emblem having been a devout Lutheran. The skull cap on the figure could be
either the yamulke of a Jew or the zuchetto of a Catholic bishop or cardinal. In any case, the
questions and answers facilitated by annotations such as these would be valuable to the study
and analysis of emblems such as this one. This particular emblem is a good example of the
richness in enigmatic symbolism inherent in many emblems of the post-Reformation period.
Following the Open Annotation Core Data Model we initially described the first of these 4
annotations as follows (leaving aside provenance information in the interest of brevity):
Annotation Illustration 4.1.1
<http://myUniversity.edu/myWeb/Anno4.1.1> a oa:Annotation;
a oax:Description ;
a ex:DescriptionOfPicturaSymbol ;
oa:hasBody <urn:uuid:45620d10-3c5c-4464-ba31-ace233311cc4> ;
oa:hasTarget <http://djatoka.grainger.illinois.edu/adore-djatoka/resolver?url_ver=Z39.882004&rft_id=http://emblemimages.grainger.illinois.edu/get/Page/duodeksemblema00saub/JP2Processed/
duodeksemblema00saub_0009&svc_id=info:lanlrepo/svc/getRegion&svc_val_fmt=info:ofi/fmt:kev:mtx:jpeg2000&svc.format=image/jpeg&svc.rotate=0&sv
c.region=890,700,200,150> .
<urn:uuid:45620d10-3c5c-4464-ba31-ace233311cc4> a cnt:ContentAsText ;
cnt:chars "Snarrer of souls: The Hunter" ;
cnt:characterEncoding "utf-8" .

The remaining 3 annotations could be similarly represented. Note the above description does not
capture the relative locations on the Pliny "canvas" of the notes made by the annotator. Arguably
in most instances this is meaningful only to the annotator. In exchanging annotations, this
information is less likely to be useful to the recipient. If positioning is meant to convey important
semantic information, of course, then it should be made explicit in each annotation through
additional assertions about the annotation body and/or target and potentially through the
expression of relationships between the individual annotations, e.g., through a 5th annotation that
(for example) cites some or all of the initial 4 annotations and puts them in a particular order.
Though Annotation 4.1.1 is technically correct, consuming applications are unlikely to co-locate
this annotation with other annotations of the same emblem or with annotations of other emblems
from the same volume. The URL of the source image is obscured by the use of a djatoka-specific
URL. Similarly neither the persistent globally unique URI of the associated digitized emblem nor
the persistent globally unique URI of the containing digitized book is mentioned. These issues
can be addressed and the annotation made more linked-data friendly by providing an
oa:SpecificTarget and through the inclusion of dct:isPartOf triples.
There are several approaches to making annotations more useful for interoperability and linked
data applications. Most involve some cooperation on the part of the content provider and/or tool
builder. In Annotation 4.1.2 (below), we have assumed that representations of the image
resource being annotated can be retrieved via HTTP content negotiation when de-referencing the
URI of the oa:hasSource triple. We have also assumed that object metadata, in particular
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dct:isPartOf metadata, are available from this same URI. (These assumptions are true in the case
of the collection of UIUC emblems used for this experiment.) It is then incumbent on the
annotation tool to recognize how best to describe the annotation target when a user is annotating
an image retrieved from a djatoka based service (or more likely in the future, a target retrieved
employing the IIIF API 12 or similar specification designed to facilitate image interoperability).
The annotation tool would also be expected to retrieve relevant metadata (when available) for
resources involved in the annotation as targets or bodies (or a source of an oa:SpecificTarget or
oa:SpecificBody). Figure 3 contrasts the graphs of Annotation Illustrations 4.1.1 and 4.1.2.
Annotation Illustration 4.1.2
<http://myUniversity.edu/myWeb/Anno4.1.2> a oa:Annotation;
a oax:Description ;
a ex:DescriptionOfPicturaSymbol ;
oa:hasBody <urn:uuid:45620d10-3c5c-4464-ba31-ace233311cc4> ;
oa:hasTarget <urn:uuid:54c2a25d-09ff-47cf-b9ed-b26be39280ea> .
<urn:uuid:45620d10-3c5c-4464-ba31-ace233311cc4> a cnt:ContentAsText ;
cnt:chars "Snarrer of souls: The Hunter" ;
cnt:characterEncoding "utf-8" .
<urn:uuid:54c2a25d-09ff-47cf-b9ed-b26be39280ea> a oa:SpecificTarget ;
oa:hasSource <http://emblemimages.grainger.illinois.edu/get/Page/duodeksemblema00saub
/JP2Processe/duodeksemblema00saub_0009> ;
oa:hasSelector <urn:uuid:0a964cff-d2cb-48f7-8fd4-a2424ecb74c6> ;
oa:hasState oa:hasState <urn:uuid:d1774afa-6485-47f0-b2c5-af7e9563b71b> .
<urn:uuid:0a964cff-d2cb-48f7-8fd4-a2424ecb74c6> a oa:FragmentSelector;
rdf:value "xywh=pixel:890,700,200,150" .
< urn:uuid:d1774afa-6485-47f0-b2c5-af7e9563b71b > a oax:HttpRequestState;
rdf:type cnt:ContentAsText ;
cnt:chars "Accept: image/jpeg" ;
cnt:characterEncoding "utf-8" .
<http://emblemimages.grainger.illinois.edu/get/Page/duodeksemblema00saub/JP2Processe/duodeksemb
lema00saub_0009>
dct:isPartOf <http://hdl.handle.net/10111/EmblemRegistry:E003625> ;
dct:isPartOf < http://hdl.handle.net/10111/UIUCOCA:duodeksemblema00saub > .

12

http://library.stanford.edu/iiif/image-api/
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Figure 3: Graphs of Annotation Illustrations 4.1.1 and 4.1.2
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4.1.2 Annotation of Textual and Image Elements in a Single Emblem
Consider the emblem shown in Figure 4, "Libera me de sanguinibus" from Les emblèmes
d’amour divin et humain ensemble [12]. Although in emblems the text and image are always
inextricably linked together, one either augmenting the meaning of the other or explicating it, in
many cases the thematic connections between the two are obscure. An examination of the
Figure 4 emblem's motto, pictura, and subscriptio reveals its elements to contain such obscure
connections. A natural way to explicate these connections is to annotate the connected elements
of the emblem.This creates a disjoint annotation target; however, using the 9 May revisions of
the OA core and extension specifications, the nuance that the annotator is commenting on an
intellectually cohesive target comprised of disjoint elements on the page image is lost.
Sample annotations of the emblem shown in Figure 4:
1. ex:ExplanationMultimodalAnalysis (illustrated in Figure 4): The motto asks "free me
from 'sanguinibus,'" a clear play on words in reference to the bloodletting in the pictura.
"Sanguinibus" can mean many things, such as self-sacrifice. Psalm 50 does not retain the
Latin root for blood in the English translation, so it is little help in providing an explanation.
The subscriptio connects love to an "ardent fever" and blood flowing from the heart.
Interpreting the three parts together, it appears that there is something relating to love, heat,
and blood from which this woman needs divine liberation.

The motto asks "free me from
'sanguinibus,'" a clear play on words
in reference to the bloodletting in the
pictura. ... The subscriptio connects
love to an "ardent fever" and blood
flowing from the heart. ....

Figure 4: An emblem with somewhat obscure
connections between text and image
2. ex:SeeAlso (Related, Scholarly Work): See Thomas Laqueuer's "Making Sex" and Joan
Cadden's "The Meaning of Sex Differences in the Middle Ages." They discuss the popular
belief during the Middle Ages that the body relied on an equilibrium between extremes such
as hot/cold, wet/dry. Women were believed to be particularly sexually insatiable and also
were believed to have excess blood, which was the cause of menstruation. The woman in the
emblem might be trying to get free from excess passion (in her blood).
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3. oa:Question: (Iconography, Characters): Who is the person with the halo? Is it a specific
saint? Jesus? It looks like his head may be tonsured and he may have an unusual collar on his
robe, but this could also be an accident of the printing process.
Annotation Illustration 4.1.3
<http://myUniversity.edu/myWeb/Anno4.1.3> a oa:Annotation;
a oax:??? ;
a ex:ExplanationMultimodalAnalysis ;
oa:hasBody <urn:uuid:45620d10-3c5c-4464-ba31-ace233311cc4> ;
oa:hasTarget <urn:uuid:54c2a25d-09ff-47cf-b9ed-b26be39280ea> ;
oa:hasTarget <urn:uuid:f48c0020-d519-11e1-9b23-0800200c9a66> ;
oa:hasTarget <urn:uuid:f48c0021-d519-11e1-9b23-0800200c9a66> .
<urn:uuid:45620d10-3c5c-4464-ba31-ace233311cc4> a cnt:ContentAsText ;
cnt:chars "The motto asks "free me from 'sanguinibus' ...." ;
cnt:characterEncoding "utf-8" .
< urn:uuid:d1774afa-6485-47f0-b2c5-af7e9563b71b > a oa:State;
ex:acceptContent-Type "image/jpeg" .
<urn:uuid:54c2a25d-09ff-47cf-b9ed-b26be39280ea> a oa:SpecificTarget ;
oa:hasSource <http://emblemimages.grainger.illinois.edu/get/Page/lesemblemesdamou00mari
/JP2Processed/lesemblemesdamou00mari_0095> ;
oa:hasSelector <urn:uuid:0a964cff-d2cb-48f7-8fd4-a2424ecb74c6> ;
oa:hasState oa:hasState <urn:uuid:d1774afa-6485-47f0-b2c5-af7e9563b71b> .
<urn:uuid:0a964cff-d2cb-48f7-8fd4-a2424ecb74c6> a oa:FragmentSelector;
rdf:value "xywh=pixel:1138,628,168,190" .
< urn:uuid:f48c0020-d519-11e1-9b23-0800200c9a66> a oa:SpecificTarget ;
oa:hasSource <http://emblemimages.grainger.illinois.edu/get/Page/lesemblemesdamou00mari
/JP2Processed/lesemblemesdamou00mari_0095> ;
oa:hasSelector < urn:uuid:75e455f0-d51a-11e1-9b23-0800200c9a66> ;
oa:hasState oa:hasState <urn:uuid:d1774afa-6485-47f0-b2c5-af7e9563b71b> .
< urn:uuid:75e455f0-d51a-11e1-9b23-0800200c9a66> a oa:FragmentSelector;
rdf:value "xywh=pixel:1796,816,132,392" .
< urn:uuid:f48c0021-d519-11e1-9b23-0800200c9a66 > a oa:SpecificTarget ;
oa:hasSource <http://emblemimages.grainger.illinois.edu/get/Page/lesemblemesdamou00mari
/JP2Processed/lesemblemesdamou00mari_0095> ;
oa:hasSelector <urn:uuid:75e455f2-d51a-11e1-9b23-0800200c9a66> ;
oa:hasState oa:hasState <urn:uuid:d1774afa-6485-47f0-b2c5-af7e9563b71b> .
<urn:uuid:75e455f2-d51a-11e1-9b23-0800200c9a66> a oa:FragmentSelector;
rdf:value "xywh=pixel: 1992,776,168,364" .
<http://emblemimages.grainger.illinois.edu/get/Page/lesemblemesdamou00mari/JP2Processed/lesemble
mesdamou00mari_0095>
dct:isPartOf < http://hdl.handle.net/10111/EmblemRegistry:E003812 > ;
dct:isPartOf < http://hdl.handle.net/10111/UIUCOCA:lesemblemesdamou00mari > .
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While relatively straightforward these annotations highlight
•

•
•

a possible need for more guidance on the definitions of the annotation classes introduced
Open Annotation Extension Specification. The annotation classes above were suggested by
the annotators at the time these annotations were created; it is not entirely clear how the first
two of these classes map to the Classes of the OA Extension Specification.
the potential ambiguity of multi-target annotations. Number 1 above provides commentary
on 3 separate elements of the emblem considered together. Is this best described as an
annotation involving multiple targets?
a tendency to conflate the assertion of relationships with a discussion of the rationale for such
relationships. Number 2 above would probably best be instantiated as a set of annotations.

Mapping number 1 as a multi-target single annotation into the Open Annotation data model
yields Annotation 4.1.3 (above).
Mapping number 2 above to the Open Annotation Data Model results in the creation of 3
separate, albeit closely related annotations. The first 2 of these create the See Also links between
the mentioned resources and the emblem shown in Figure 4. The third targets the first two
annotations and provides commentary about these links. These annotations are shown as
Annotations 4.1.4 - 4.1.6 below; the corresponding graphs are shown in Figure 5. One question
that warrants further consideration is whether the 3 annotation approach is preferable to a single
annotation with structured body approach.
Annotation Illustration 4.1.4
<http://myUniversity.edu/myWeb/Anno4.1.4> a oa:Annotation;
a oax:Link ;
a ex:SeeAlso ;
oa:hasBody < http://books.google.com/books/about/Making_Sex.html?id=XR2BcRwiG-sC > ;
oa:hasTarget < http://hdl.handle.net/10111/EmblemRegistry:E003812 > .
< http://hdl.handle.net/10111/EmblemRegistry:E003812 >
dct:isPartOf < http://hdl.handle.net/10111/UIUCOCA:lesemblemesdamou00mari > .

Annotation Illustration 4.1.5
<http://myUniversity.edu/myWeb/Anno4.1.5> a oa:Annotation;
a oax:Link ;
a oax:SeeAlso;
oa:hasBody <http://books.google.com/books/about/
The_Meanings_of_Sex_Difference_in_the_Mi.html?id=rhM5qeBua8gC > ;
oa:hasTarget < http://hdl.handle.net/10111/EmblemRegistry:E003812 > .
< http://hdl.handle.net/10111/EmblemRegistry:E003812 >
dct:isPartOf < http://hdl.handle.net/10111/UIUCOCA:lesemblemesdamou00mari > .
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Annotation Illustration 4.1.6
<http://myUniversity.edu/myWeb/Anno4.1.6> a oa:Annotation;
a oax:Comment ;
oa:hasBody <urn:uuid:45620d10-3c5c-4464-ba31-ace233311cc4> ;
oa:hasTarget < http://myUniversity.edu/myWeb/Anno4.1.4> ;
oa:hasTarget < http://myUniversity.edu/myWeb/Anno4.1.5> .
<urn:uuid:45620d10-3c5c-4464-ba31-ace233311cc4> a cnt:ContentAsText ;
cnt:chars "The resources linked to the emblem in the target annotations discuss the popular belief
during the Middle Ages that the body relied on an equilibrium...." ;
cnt:characterEncoding "utf-8" .

Figure 5: Graphs of Annotation 4.1.4 - 4.1.6
4.1.3

Annotations Spanning Multiple Emblems in a Single Book

As mentioned digitized emblematica is also examined and analyzed at the level of complete
emblem books. Over the course of this experiment, a variety of annotations at the level of the
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book, or at least at the level of multiple emblems within a book, were generated. Such
annotations can provide insights about and context for the emblems of a given book and can
contribute to emblem scholarship. This is particularly true for books that have a narrow and/or
unique focus for the emblems they contain (e.g., the book having the title page shown in Figure
5). Considered in this way emblem books are intentional collections of emblems and lend
themselves to analysis as collections.

Figure 5: La doctrine des mœurs, tiree de la philosophie
des stoiques: representee en cent tableaux
Samples of annotations generated at the granularity of emblem books:
1. ex:SeeAlso (Related Emblem Book): Otto van Veen is the same person as Otto Vaenius, the
creator of Les emblems d’amour divin et humain ensemble
(http://hdl.handle.net/10111/UIUCOCA:ladoctrinedesmoe00veen) [15].
2. oax:Comment (General Theme): These emblems are based on the lives and teachings of
classical stoic philosophers, in contrast to many other emblem books that are inspired by
Christian biblical or doctrinal teachings. The University of Illinois library website says that
this book was “[p]roduced on request from Cardinal Mazarin for the moral education of the
young Louis XIV.”
3. oax:Comment (General Pictura): The images (picturae) in this book are very complex and
detailed compared to many others published around the same time.
4. ex:Explanation (General Book): In the scanned images, this book appears to have
inconsistent numbering or missing pages. However, an examination of the physical book
reveals that the scanned images are accurate. The inconsistent numbering may be the result
of a reprinting or rebinding at some point in the book's history.
These are relatively straightforward inline text-body annotations. The only issues raised:
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•
•

4.2

the best mapping of ex:SeeAlso and ex:Explanation to the Open Annotation Extension
Specification annotation classes.
the intuitive annotation targets for all of these annotations are complete digitized emblem
book volumes; however, the intellectual content of the latter 2 or 3 of these annotations
describes attributes of the emblems and/or picturae contained within these books. For these
annotations is the correct target granularity the book?
Transcription Annotation of an Individual Element in a Single Pictura

A non-trivial number of Early Modern emblems use musical notes for decoration and for
transmitting information on a third, musical register distinct from the textual and pictorial
register that all emblems contain. When working with such emblems it would be helpful to
annotate the image with an mp3 or other musical file so that the viewer might hear this third
register of expression. Doing so is feasible as a general proposition, but is not as yet possible in
the annotation software, Pliny. An ideal annotation software would include this feature, as well
as a feature allowing other media to be experienced in conjunction with the annotated object,
such as film.
What follows (Figure 6) is a screen shot illustrating an ad hoc audio annotation created using
Microsoft PowerPoint. The emblem illustrated is from: Bornitii, Jacobi. Emblematum ethnico
politicorum: sylloge prior[-posterior]. 1664 [2].

Figure 6: Providing sound in addition to the textual and pictorial
register that all emblems contain.
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As illustrated in Annotation 4.2.1, the description of this annotation in the Open Annotation
Core Data Model is relatively straightforward except as regards the rdf:type (i.e., Class) of the
annotation. Annotations having a body that is the text transcription of imaged text are relatively
common. This annotation seems of a related annotation class or sub-class. What is not clear is
whether transcription annotations are a sub-Class of any of the Annotation Classes currently
mentioned in the Open Annotation Extension Specification. Possibly transcription annotations
and Annotation 4.2.1 are members of a sub-Class of oax:Description, but this is not clear from
the current documentation. Alternatively, given the frequency of transcription and transcriptionlike annotations across many domains, consideration should be given to creating an annotation
class in the oax: namespace suitable as a parent class for transcription-like annotations:
Annotation Illustration 4.2.1,
<http://myUniversity.edu/myWeb/Anno4.2.1> a oa:Annotation;
a oax:??? ;
a ex:AudioFromImage ;
oa:hasBody <http://emblemimages.grainger.illinois.edu/InfinitumFinitumProducit.mp3> ;
oa:hasTarget <urn:uuid:54c2a25d-09ff-47cf-b9ed-b26be39280ea> .
<http://emblemimages.grainger.illinois.edu/InfinitumFinitumProducit.mp3>
dc:format "audio/mpeg" .
<urn:uuid:54c2a25d-09ff-47cf-b9ed-b26be39280ea> a oa:SpecificTarget ;
oa:hasSource <http://emblemimages.grainger.illinois.edu/getPage/jacobibornitiijc00born
/JP2Processed /jacobibornitiijc00born_0049> ;
oa:hasSelector <urn:uuid:0a964cff-d2cb-48f7-8fd4-a2424ecb74c6> ;
oa:hasState oa:hasState <urn:uuid:d1774afa-6485-47f0-b2c5-af7e9563b71b> .
<urn:uuid:0a964cff-d2cb-48f7-8fd4-a2424ecb74c6> a oa:FragmentSelector;
rdf:value "xywh=pixel:1000,775,350,550“.
< urn:uuid:d1774afa-6485-47f0-b2c5-af7e9563b71b > a oa:State;
ex:acceptContent-Type "image/jpeg" .
< http://emblemimages.grainger.illinois.edu/getPage/jacobibornitiijc00born /JP2Processed
/jacobibornitiijc00born_0049>
dct:isPartOf <http://hdl.handle.net/10111/EmblemRegistry:E011878> ;
dct:isPartOf < http://hdl.handle.net/10111/UIUCOCA:jacobibornitiijc00born> .

4.3
4.3.1

Comparison Annotations
Comparing Pictura Elements of Different Emblems

Annotations comparing similar or closely related pictura facets from two emblems related
thematically are of commonplace in this domain and are of considerable value, both for
comments concerning details in these images as well as in providing information on earlier
illustrations from which these images might have been derived. In Figure 7 the emblem pictura
to the right is from Anton Sporck's Geistliche Todts-Gedancken from 1753 [3]. In terms of the
position of the figures (the Grim Reaper skeleton, the Pope, the suppliant, and ancillary figures),
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these two illustrations are strikingly similar. The pictura to the left is from Johann Valvasor's
Teatrum mortis humanae tripartitum, 1682 [4]. By means of arrows pointing to the Pope's
different actions in these two picturae, the annotations depicted efficiently highlight the chief
differences in imagery between these two emblems. In the pictura on the left the pope is about
to place a bishop's mitre on the suppliant. On the right he is simply blessing him.

Pope holding a mitre over a
suppliant (Valvasor)

Pope blessing a suppliant
(Sporck)

Figure 7: Two "Dance of Death" emblems featuring the Pope
Upon discovery of such similar images, further research might involve identifying earlier
illustrations on which one or both of these images might be based. Cases in point as possible
earlier antecedents for these two emblems could be Hans Holbein's woodcut "Dance of Death"
from 1538 (Figure 8) and Lucas Cranach's "Passional Christi und Antichrist" from 1521 (Figure
9). Simple annotation textual commentaries without graphic references (arrows etc.) would
suffice to explain the rationale for considering these two woodcuts as possible models from
which the two emblem picturae might have been derived. This is a good example of the issue of
the difference between the suggestion of an earlier text or image possibly having served as the
source for later works and scholarly proof through research and scientifically based conclusions
being presented as factual evidence. It would seem that both situations should be considered as
valid annotation possibilities so long as assertions of the former are expressed clearly as
speculations.
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Figure 8: Hans Holbein’s “Dance of Death” woodcut from 1538

Figure 9: Lucas Cranach's "Passional Christi und Antichrist" from 1521
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For this purpose, annotation software should be able to accommodate the juxtaposition of
picturae being compared. Unfortunately neither Pliny nor Dannotate provides for such
juxtaposition of images. The annotation illustrated in Figure 7 was created using Microsoft
Word. This is good enough for sharing between close colleagues, but does not expose the
intellectual content of the annotation for reuse, subsequent discourse and further analysis by a
wider audience. In describing this annotation according to the Open Annotation Core data model
the first question is whether this is best addressed as a single annotation or a set of 3 annotations
closely related. Because the body here is inline text and because the main motivation for the
annotation is to compare and contrast two graphical representations of the Pope, we suggest it is
a single annotation, described as shown in Annotation Illustration 4.3.1 below. Less clear is
how / whether an annotation of class comparison maps to any of the Open Annotation Extension
Specification annotation classes.
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Annotation Illustration 4.3.1
<http://myUniversity.edu/myWeb/Anno4.3.1> a oa:Annotation;
a oax:??? ;
a ex:Comparison ;
oa:hasBody <urn:uuid:45620d10-3c5c-4464-ba31-ace233311cc4> ;
oa:hasTarget <urn:uuid:54c2a25d-09ff-47cf-b9ed-b26be39280ea> ;
oa:hasTarget <urn:uuid:f48c0020-d519-11e1-9b23-0800200c9a66> .
<urn:uuid:45620d10-3c5c-4464-ba31-ace233311cc4> a cnt:ContentAsText ;
cnt:chars "These picturae depict the Pope fulfilling different roles...." ;
cnt:characterEncoding "utf-8" .
< urn:uuid:d1774afa-6485-47f0-b2c5-af7e9563b71b > a oa:State;
ex:acceptContent-Type "image/jpeg" .
<urn:uuid:54c2a25d-09ff-47cf-b9ed-b26be39280ea> a oa:SpecificTarget ;
oa:hasSource <http://emblemimages.grainger.illinois.edu/get/Page/theatrummortishu00valv/
JP2processed/theatrummortishu00valv_0032-0033 > ;
oa:hasSelector <urn:uuid:0a964cff-d2cb-48f7-8fd4-a2424ecb74c6> ;
oa:hasState oa:hasState <urn:uuid:d1774afa-6485-47f0-b2c5-af7e9563b71b> .
<urn:uuid:0a964cff-d2cb-48f7-8fd4-a2424ecb74c6> a oa:FragmentSelector;
rdf:value "xywh=pixel: 1044,2852,468,280" .
< urn:uuid:f48c0020-d519-11e1-9b23-0800200c9a66> a oa:SpecificTarget ;
oa:hasSource <http://emblemimages.grainger.illinois.edu/get/Page/geistlichetodtsg00spo/
JP2processed/geistlichetodtsg00spo_0039-0044> ;
oa:hasSelector < urn:uuid:75e455f0-d51a-11e1-9b23-0800200c9a66> ;
oa:hasState oa:hasState <urn:uuid:d1774afa-6485-47f0-b2c5-af7e9563b71b> .
< urn:uuid:75e455f0-d51a-11e1-9b23-0800200c9a66> a oa:FragmentSelector;
rdf:value "xywh=pixel: 1452,508,588,404 " .
< http://emblemimages.grainger.illinois.edu/get/Page/geistlichetodtsg00spo/JP2processed
/geistlichetodtsg00spo_0039-0044>
dct:isPartOf < http://hdl.handle.net/10111/EmblemRegistry:E010066 > ;
dct:isPartOf < http://hdl.handle.net/10111/UIUCOCA:geistlichetodtsg00spo> .
< http://emblemimages.grainger.illinois.edu/get/Page//theatrummortishu00valv/JP2processed/
theatrummortishu00valv_0032-0033 >
dct:isPartOf < http://hdl.handle.net/10111/EmblemRegistry:E010287> ;
dct:isPartOf < http://hdl.handle.net/10111/UIUCOCA:theatrummortishu00valv> .

4.3.2 Republished and Repurposed Emblems
As mentioned, emblem and emblem elements were frequently reused and repurposed. Most often
small changes were made or at least the picturae were recut or reset. Figure 10 depicts two
emblems from books believed to have been published a year apart, the first in Paris (1628) [13]
and the second in Antverpiae (Antwerp, 1629) [14]. Both are based on closely related volumes
published a few years earlier. Some scholars suggest that the 1628 was essentially a pirated
edition. The 1629 edition is larger and more complete as suggested by the slightly enriched
emblem shown in the right of Figure 10. Again, the challenge here is to simultaneously annotate
the relationship between the 2 emblems, raise questions about this relationship, and discuss /
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comment on the features and symbols evident in both emblems. This seems best done as a series
of distinct annotations beginning with the asserting the relationship.
1. See Also (Citation, Similar Emblems): Two nearly identical emblems:
(http://emblems.let.uu.nl/ad1628008.html#folio_pb0037)
(http://emblems.let.uu.nl/ad1629_1_024.html).
2. Explanation - Multimodal Analysis - Meaning: This is a reference to humors and to the
four temperaments that are based on the excess of certain humors. Those with "sanguine"
temperaments had excess blood, and they were supposedly very social and talkative. This
emblem could be an admonishment of women who talk too much.
3. Question: What is the significance of the farthest right angel in the emblem to the right,
since it is absent in the emblem to the left?

Figure 10: Two nearly but not quite identical emblems
4.3.3

Early Modern Emblems Compared with 20th Century Comic Strips

Comparative literature studies foster comparisons of themes, topoi, and symbols across genres,
as is clear from the following example involving the comparison of emblems, with, of all things,
twentieth century comic strips, resulting in annotations of the sort listed below:
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Figure 11: Emblems 23 of Holtzwart's Emblematum Tyrocinia
1. Comparison of Early Modern textual and visual media with contemporary textual and
visual media across genres. Figure 11 shows the emblem: Cupid's Burning Arrows:
Love, Otherness, and Inversion, Emblem 23 of Matthias Holtzwart's Emblematum
Tyrocini [9] (http://diglib.hab.de/wdb.php?dir=drucke/t-355-helmst-8f-2). Compare and
contrast this emblem and it's pictura and to Figure 12, Gurewitch's Comic "Cupid
Mistake." (http://pbfcomics.com/168/) [10]. Note that when depicted in the contemporary
comic strip by Nicholas Gurewitch, "Cupid Mistake," Cupid's burning arrows take on a third
meaning. In Gurewitch's comic, Cupid accidentally burns his arrows, releasing a massive
effect of carnal love on a contemporary city. This is an ironic and complete inversion of the
act of burning arrows in emblem 23. In this instance, burning Cupid's arrows does not stave
off the carnal effects of arrows, but inversely multiplies the effect. Additionally, according
to William Audsley's Handbook of Christian Symbolism (1865) [11] arrows in the Christian
context “when not used as emblems of martyrdom, are symbolic of suffering and pain” (p.
141).
2. Throughout Emblematum Tyrocinia Cupid, or a cherub figure, seems to symbolize not
only love, but carnal love specifically. In emblem 23 this type of love is sworn off in the
inscriptio of the emblem: 23, "Ehrliche Liebe schadt Niemandt." In each emblem,
scorning carnal love is displayed in the pictura through the burning of Cupid's arrows and
bow.
3. This "othering" of the pre-Christian Cupid and his arrows of love is a typical eroticization
of the pagan Other. In the Christian context, Cupid is no longer associated only with love,
but rather specifically carnal love
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Figure 12: Cupid Mistake
4.4
4.4.1

See Also and Antecedent Annotations
Commentary about the antecedents of a Single Emblem / Emblem Element

Figure 13: A pictura with very enigmatic and provocative imagery
Many of the picturae from Early Modern emblems, especially those based on religious texts and
themes, are mysterious and though-provoking. Figure 13. depicts an emblem from Capucin,
Pere. Les emblèmes d’amour divin et humain ensemble. Paris: 1640 [5]. Pere Capucin's Les
emblémes d'amour divin et humain ensemble from 1640 is replete with such imagery, as in this
example. See also references not only to other similar emblems, but also to non-emblematic
sources such as the Bible or critical commentaries, can of course serve a valuable annotation
function, as in the following examples:
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1. Annotations of the Emblem: Speculation on the probable origins of a motif and an
image
2. Explanation - Multimodal Analysis - Characters: The subscriptio says that the person's
breasts provide "eternal sweetness," indicating that the figure on the right is most likely
Jesus.
3. See Also - Citation - Bible: Bible quote cited from Canticle of Canticles (AKA Song of
Songs), Canticle 1. "Let him kiss me with the kiss of his mouth, for thy breasts are better
than wine." Question: Who is referred to as “thy” in this verse? The chapter is titled as
“The Maiden to the Youth,” but the figure in this emblem has a halo so this is clearly no
ordinary youth. Contrary to most popular depictions of Jesus, this person has no beard,
though there are depictions of him as a boy.
4. See Also - Related - Scholarly Work: See the following analysis of links between Jesus
and functions of the female body by Caroline Walker Bynum.6 According to this source,
Jesus breastfeeding is a common theme in art.
5. See Also - Related - Religious Text: There are numerous non-biblical references to
sweetness in relation to Jesus. For example, in a 6th century Good Friday chant, Crux
Fidelis (sung with Pange Lingua by St. Thomas Aquinas), the cross is addressed directly,
saying, “Sweetest wood and sweetest iron, sweetest weight is hung on thee.”
Annotation Illustration 4.4.1
<http://myUniversity.edu/myWeb/Anno4.4.1> a oa:Annotation;
a oax:Link ;
a ex:SeeAlso;
oa:hasBody <http://www.drbo.org/chapter/24001.htm> ;
oa:hasTarget <http://hdl.handle.net/10111/EmblemRegistry:E003839 > .
< http://hdl.handle.net/10111/EmblemRegistry: E003839 >
dct:isPartOf < http://hdl.handle.net/10111/UIUCOCA:lesemblemesdamou00mari > .

Annotation Illustration 4.4.2
<http://myUniversity.edu/myWeb/Anno4.1.6> a oa:Annotation;
a oax:Comment ;
oa:hasBody <urn:uuid:38929f45-9d8p-6721-pl45-ofd30485uu53> ;
oa:hasTarget < http://myUniversity.edu/myWeb/Anno4.4.1> .
< urn:uuid:38929f45-9d8p-6721-pl45-ofd30485uu53> a cnt:ContentAsText ;
cnt:chars "Citation - Bible: Bible quote cited from Canticle of Canticles (AKA Song of Songs), Canticle
1. "Let him kiss me …"" ;
cnt:characterEncoding "utf-8" .
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Figure 14: Graphs of Annotation 4.4.1 & 4.4.2
4.4.2

Asserting Antecedent Relationships

The emblems in Figure 12 were published in books [7, 8] printed nearly 80 years apart. On their
own, comparison of these emblems suggests interesting annotations
1. See Also (Citation, Similar Emblems): Two closely related emblems, each from a
different
source,
at
Emblem
Project
Utrecht:
(http://emblems.let.uu.nl/ad1629_2_038.html)
(http://emblems.let.uu.nl/ho1709021.html).
2. Explanation: From the above emblem and the two below, it would appear conclusive
that the holy person with the halo is Jesus.
3. Question: Who else could be a source of eternal sweetness? In Scripture, as well as in
sources outside of Scripture and Liturgy, there would very unlikely be references to
figures other than Jesus.
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Figure 15: Two related emblems from the Emblem Project Utrecht Collection
The emblems of Figure 15 are also of interest because of their apparent relationship to the
emblem shown in Figure 13. One scholar's research might suggest an antecedent relationship
between the emblems, i.e., an assertion that the emblem pictured in Figure 13 was an antecedent
of both emblems in Figure 15. This assertion could be captured as an annotation as shown in
Annotation Illustration 4.4.3. However given the publication dates of the books involved (the
emblem in Figure 13 appeared in print after the left-hand emblem of Figure 15) this is not
without controversy. Further discourse around Annotation 4.4.3 is likely.
Annotation Illustration 4.4.3
<http://myUniversity.edu/myWeb/Anno4.4.3> a oa:Annotation;
a oax:Description;
a ex:Antecedent;
oa:hasBody <urn:uuid:54722b05-1m4m-6432-pf49-aom4086835g4020g2mv5> ;
oa:hasTarget <http://hdl.handle.net/10111/EmblemRegistry:E003839> ;
oa:hasTarget <http://emblems.let.uu.nl/ho1709021.html> ;
oa:hasTarget <http://emblems.let.uu.nl/ho1709_facsimile.html?thumb=pb82&emblem=021> .
< urn:uuid: 54722b05-1m4m-6432-pf49-aom4086835g4020g2mv5> a cnt:ContentAsText ;
cnt:chars "The emblem in Les emblèmes d’amour divin et humain ensemble is an antecedent to …" ;
cnt:characterEncoding "utf-8"
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4.4.3

Extended Discourse About Antecedent Relationships

Antecedent relationships between emblems and emblem elements are a topic of scholarly
discourse. Considerable research is often required to identify and confirm such relationship.
Annotations offer an opportunity to carry out and preserve this discourse. Consider for example
the two picturae shown in Figure 16, both depicting a fox looking up at a crow. An emblem
scholar might speculate that the earlier published of these two picturae (1550) helped to inspire
the later published pictura (1622).
This scholar’s annotation might look like the following comment:
“Common to the picturae of both the 1550 and 1662 emblems are 1) the depiction of a
human dwellings with foliage and trees in the foreground and background, and 2) the fox
and the crow occupying center stage in both picturae in a very similar manner. My own
research has shown that absolutely no other artistic instantiations of this fable were
created between 1550 and 1662. Thus it seems extremely likely that the 1550 pictura
alone influenced the illustrator of the 1662 pictura. There existed no other illustration
that could have influenced it.”

Figure 16: Two picturae depicting a fox looking up at a crow
This assertion is instantiated in Annotation Illustration 4.4.4.
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Annotation Illustration 4.4.4
<http://myUniversity.edu/myWeb/Anno4.4.4> a oa:Annotation;
a oax:Description;
a ex:Antecedent;
oa:hasBody <urn:uuid:38745g75-2a9o-2363-gd32-xhf238458hf0> ;
oa:hasTarget <http://www.emblems.arts.gla.ac.uk/french/emblem.php?id=FGUa002> ;
oa:hasTarget <http://hdl.handle.net/10111/EmblemRegistry:E000977> .
< urn:uuid:38745g75-2a9o-2363-gd32-xhf238458hf0> a cnt:ContentAsText ;
cnt:chars "Common to the picturae of both the 1550 and 1662 emblems are 1) …" ;
cnt:characterEncoding "utf-8"

Figure 17: Graph of Annotation 4.4.4
An art historian might contend that these picturae were developed independently, both inspired
by the re-publication of Aseop's fable about the crow and the fox (Figure 18).
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Figure 18: Aesop’s fable about the fox and the crow
The art historian’s assertion might appear as:
“Evidence countering the assertion of [Scholar 1] rests primarily on the fact that the
overall style and attitude of the animals differ totally from one pictura to the other.
Furthermore, the 1662 pictura contains far more detail in its cityscape than does the 1550
which suggests a rural village. Consequently, none of the elements of the 1662 pictura
appear to have been derived from the 1550 pictura in any way unless absolute proof can
be found to the contrary. A thorough examination of woodcuts, engravings, and
paintings illustrating this fable reveals that indeed there were many republications of it as
illustrated instantiations produced between 1550 and 1662, many of which could easily
have served as a model on which one or both of these emblems might have been based.”
This assertion is instantiated in Annotation Illustration 4.4.5.
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Annotation Illustration 4.4.5
<http://myUniversity.edu/myWeb/Anno4.4.5> a oa:Annotation;
a oax:Reply;
oa:hasBody <urn:uuid:34589s22-5l3m-0985-wn55-edh35ii6y56mv> ;
oa:hasTarget <http://myUniversity.edu/myWeb/Anno4.4.4> ;
oa:hasTarget <http://archive.org/stream/aesopiphrygisfab00offi#page/240/mode/2up> .
<urn:uuid:34589s22-5l3m-0985-wn55-edh35ii6y56mv> a cnt:ContentAsText ;
cnt:chars "Evidence countering the assertion of [Scholar 1] rests …" ;
cnt:characterEncoding "utf-8"

Figure 19: Graph of Annotation 4.4.5
Subsequently a third scholar, an emblematica student, wishes to weigh in as to the correctness of
these separate antecedent assertions. The student asserts:
“The theses of both [Scholars 1 and 2] are faulty due to incorrect assumptions. [Scholar
1]’s contention that no illustrated editions of the fable occurred between 1550 and 1662 is
false, since my research results reveal that four engravings representing the fable, each of
which closely resembles the 1550 pictura, were produced between 1550 and 1600.
[Scholar 2]’s contention that, since the elements of both emblem picturae are disparate in
nature, numerous illustrated editions of the fable did appear between these two dates, in
his eyes rendering the earlier having influenced the later unlikely, is not a logical
conclusion. The fact that emblems were created after 1550 that could likely have served
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as a basis for the 1662 due to their resemblance to it by no means proves that the 1550
edition was not in fact the sole model for the 1662, despite their dissimilarities.”
This third scholar's annotation might be described using a structured annotation data model, as
shown in Annotation Illustration 4.4.6. Further discourse could continue from there. Obviously
this example is simplified. The blog or other carriers used for this discourse are not shown.
However, this illustrates ways that annotations might be used to facilitate discourse and scholarly
argument anchored by annotations of digitized emblematica.
Annotation Illustration 4.4.6
<http://myUniversity.edu/myWeb/Anno4.4.6> a oa:Annotation;
a oax:Reply;
oa:hasBody <urn:uuid:2439752b-293nf-23-32rmnv30-324> ;
oa:hasTarget <http://myUniversity.edu/myWeb/Anno4.4.4> ;
oa:hasTarget <http://myUniversity.edu/myWeb/Anno4.4.5> .
<urn:uuid:2439752b-293nf-23-32rmnv30-324> a cnt:ContentAsText ;
cnt:chars "The theses of both Scholars 1 and 2 are …" ;
cnt:characterEncoding "utf-8"

Figure 20: Graph of Annotation 4.4.6
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5

SUMMARY OF ANNOTATION TOOL ISSUES

As students, faculty, and librarians plan for effective annotation tools, it becomes clear that
there will exist minimum standards for annotations across the board, regardless of subject
or genre, and that within specific subject disciplines there may be a perceived need for
further refined standards, e.g. within the fine arts, music, physical sciences, mathematics,
geography, and the social sciences. Since Early Modern emblems embrace text, image,
aphorisms, folklore, and a range of subjects from the Old Testament to Renaissance art, the
question of what specifications (i.e., irreducible minima) should be imposed on annotation
software designed to further scholarship within the area of emblem studies is of great value
as scholars in other related fields will also want to seek best practices in these various
fields. The following points contain general suggestions for features that good annotation
software might contain for subjects across the board, but particularly in the case of
digitally archived Early Modern emblems. This is certainly not a complete listing of
features, but it is one that designers of annotation software might keep in mind as their
work in designing this software proceeds.
Ideal qualities for annotation software:
1. Ease of use, the user interface should be intuitive to scholars.
2. Having a profile with a username and password. A shibboleth for the program ensures
security and provides a means for the community to link annotations to their annotators.
3. Offering the ability to draw arrows from the annotations to a portion of an image, zoom
in on a portion of an image, or to tag a portion of an image, as in Facebook.
4. Providing for the auto-correction of spelling, grammar, and offering advanced word
processing features, such as Italics, bold facing, etc.
5. Offering a way to easily include bibliographies with citations relating to the text of each
scholarly annotation. Making these bibliographies keyword searchable.
6. Including an alert function or email update for when an image that one has previously
annotated is again annotated by other parties.
7. Allowing for links to other password-protected sites with digital holdings, e.g., ARTstor or
the Johns Hopkins Guide to Literary Criticism.
7. Enabling the researcher to annotate at the:
1) work
2) expression
3) manifestation and
4) item levels.
8. Providing a blog site in conjunction with the annotation format to invite scholarly
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discussions emanating from the individual annotations. For example, an annotation
documenting an antecedent regarding dog behavior found in Aesop's Fables, showing
this as a model for a Renaissance emblem, might serve as a springboard for a blog
discussion.
Any use of annotation software will surely produce results that, in many cases, will have the potential
to be valuable for enhancing knowledge in specific subject areas. Since, however, the creation of
annotations will not be refereed as is the case with books and scholarly articles, there will always
exist the risk of unsubstantiated or even malevolent assertions. Nonetheless, as is often the case, one
will have to assume that the good coming from this pursuit will strongly outweigh the bad.

6

RECOMMENDATIONS RELEVANT TO DATA MODEL DEVELOPMENT
(repeated from Executive Summary)

With reference to the 9 May 2012 drafts of the Open Annotation Core Data Model and the Open
Annotation Extension Specification, a few key recommendations emerge from the analyses
detailed in the body of this report:
•

Annotations in this domain can be classified or grouped along at least 3 axes. There is a
temptation to assume that the rdf:type property of an annotation can be used to express
values along all 3 of these axes. This conflates fundamentally different facets of an
annotation description, diminishing utility of rdf:type for machine-based reasoning. We
recommend that allowed values for the rdf:type property of an annotation be more carefully
described and constrained in the core data model and extension documents.

•

Nonetheless, the use cases explored suggest that it is important to capture especially the
motivation for creating an annotation of a digitized emblem resource. Knowing the value this
annotation property is particularly useful when filtering annotations (e.g., selecting which
annotations to view) and when building chains of annotation. A semantic label for this
property is needed, i.e., we endorse the implementation of oax:motivation.

•

More particular to emblematica annotations are annotation-level properties that indicate the
element(s) of an annotation (e.g., motto, subscriptio, pictura, etc.) involved as targets or that
indicate the kind of analysis expressed by the annotation (e.g., iconographic, citation,
multimodal, etc.). Multiple of the researchers felt that knowing these properties of annotation
might be helpful when using a repository of annotations; however, no firm consensus was
reached on this point. More work is needed.

•

The need for fine-grained annotation target and body specification is essential; however,
while emblem scholars are immediately aware of the need to provide precise annotation
targeting, the annotation bodies they create are often less precise, e.g., conflating into a single
annotation body what might better be expressed as multiple, chained or related annotations.
Annotation tool designers need to be cognizant of this and find ways to facilitate the
recognition and use of more precise annotation bodies.

•

To be most useful when merged with other annotations, it is better to construct a Specific
Target (e.g., with a freshly minted UUID and oa:hasSource, oa:hasSeletor, oa:hasState and/or
the proposed oax:annotatedIn properties), than to use a target URI constructed for use with a
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service like Djatoka 13 that conflates these properties and obscures the context and URI of the
source resource containing the target segment.
•

In addition to supporting fine-grained annotation targeting (which is modeled in the May
2012 Open Annotation specifications), emblem scholars need to be able to talk about
discontinuous targets, and to differentiate these from other kinds of annotations involving
multiple target scenarios. The data model needs to provide a means to differentiate between
annotations that: compare multiple discrete resources; have a discontinuous target (i.e., an
intellectually cohesive target comprised of both pictura and subscriptio segments considered
as intellectually cohesive); have a body which refers equally to each discrete target.

Finally, the work described below confirms several of the underlying assumptions of the Open
Annotation data model, including the importance of supporting more than plain text annotation
bodies, the importance of being able to talk about previously created annotations as distinct from
the bodies of such annotations, the importance of supporting multiple targets and being able to
distinguish annotation target from a referenced resource, and the necessity of referencing
resource segmentation in multiple ways as appropriate to resource media type.

13

http://djatoka.sourceforge.net/
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